It is not difficult to trace the reason for this en- durance of interest in-a question which, had it been merely a phase of fashion or of eccentricity, would long since have been buried in oblivion, or would, at best, be dying a lingering death. The Jaeger system is believed, rightly or wrongly, to be endowed with great personal interest for each one On the other hand, animal fibre, which is of a horny character, and has been devised by Nature as clothing for an animal body, takes up no noxious matters from the atmosphere, the exhalation from the skin passing freely away through it, when woven into fabric of porous web.
Dr. Jaeger argues that when, by means of pervious clothing and bedding (i.e., of animal wool throughout, with no admixture of plant-fibre in any shape), the skin is enabled to perform its vital function freely, the body is promptly relieved of the noxious matter constantly excreted through the pores, and the tissues are drained and hardened.
At the same time the skin is maintained at an equable normal temperature; for the animal wool covering, with its slowheat-conducting quality, protects from chill, while so soon as the internal temperature of the body reaches a point at which oppressive heat is felt, the pores act freely through their pervious covering, and the body is cooled in a safe and natural manner.
Many further striking and novel considerations are presented in Dr. Jaeger's " Health Culture," which we have not space to detail here, but which our readers may readily learn for themselves on reference to his book.
A very satisfactory feature of Dr. Jaeger's reforms is the practical manner in which he has made it possible for all who desire to do so to adopt them. Not satisfied with laying down rules which the public at large would find difficult to carry out, meeting, as was inevitable at first, with the passive resistance of makers and vendors of clothing on the old principles, Dr. Jaeger induced certain manufacturers to produce first one and then another article after his own ideas, until now the reform of every item of clothing and bedding, for men, women, and children, is an accomplished fact; and doubtless the popularity which the Jaeger system has attained is largely due to the complete manner in which it is presented at the depots of the Jaeger Company (Limited), at 41 to 44, Fore Street (close to Moorgate Street Station), and 3 and 4, Princes Street, Cavendish Square, where descriptive price lists can be obtained.
